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No one can escape Argentina’s
biggest economic crisis in almost
two decades - not even the dead.

The cost of buying, renting and maintaining
graves and tombs is so high that many peo-
ple opt to cremate their loved ones instead.
Juan Tapia runs the Cocheria Tacuari under-
takers in Buenos Aires, which has been oper-
ating for 60 years. “It’s an economic prob-
lem. People don’t have enough money to pay
for a service. Family members help each oth-
er, ask for loans; some come and pay with
US dollars that they’ve saved or kept under
the mattress,” he told AFP.

Undertakers are constantly forced to
drop their prices “because unfortunately
people don’t have the same spending power
of a few years ago”. Paying for a funeral
“means, for a family, that they might not eat
this month,” said Tapia. The cheapest service

offered by Cocheria Tacuari is a cremation
without a wake, which costs 25,000 pesos
($415) - almost 50 percent more than the
minimum wage of 16,875 pesos a month.
More expensive options can cost up to
180,000 pesos, but few are interested in
those.

“Almost 90 percent ask for cremation.
Young people want nothing to do either
with graves, niches (cubbies for storing
remains urns) or tombs,” said Tapia. His esti-
mations are not far off from official statistics.
In 2018, 78.5 percent of corpses in Buenos
Aires were cremated, according to an AFP
count of public records. That’s the highest
proportion over the last decade. “To lease a
niche in the cemetery, you have to pay a
huge amount every year, and many don’t
want to and can’t do it, so they opt for a cre-
mation,” said Tapia.

Rents at public cemeteries in Buenos
Aires, including maintenance, range from
400-2,000 pesos a month. In the private
sector, plots sell for a minimum of 55,000
pesos with monthly maintenance from 500
pesos. Cremation, on the other hand, does
not incur long-term expenses. As a result,
dead bodies are often taken straight from
the hospital to the crematorium in simple
poplar wood coffins.

Niche for sale 
Three months ago, Patricia Alvarez, an

English translator and make-up artist, adver-
tised on the internet a niche that her family
had bought in the Chacarita public cemetery
in Buenos Aires. “I’m selling it because
there’s no sense” in keeping it, she told AFP
when contacted about her advert - the only
response she’s had. “It doesn’t cost much,
500 pesos a month, but when it builds up,
it’s annoying, and it adds to a mountain of
other expenses I already have,” she said.

The Alvarez’s niche looks to be in good
condition, but others in the cemetery are in a
sorry state, with notes attached to them ask-

ing the owners or leasers to “go and see the
administration”. Many tombs have been
abandoned and overgrown with vegetation.
Some have broken statues, and there are
niches that have been completely destroyed.
In some, the bones inside are visible.

Standing beside her mother’s tomb,
gloves and pruning shears in her hands,
Maria has decided to stop paying the ceme-
tery’s maintenance fees. “I don’t think I’ll pay
the 1,500 pesos a month any more to trim
the vegetation - it’s a lot!” she told AFP, pre-
ferring not to give her surname for fear of
reprisals by the site’s maintenance person-
nel. “For this money, it’s better that I come
and do it myself.”

But according to Jorge Bonacorsi, presi-
dent of the Argentine funerary services fed-
eration, cost is not the only thing deterring
Argentines from traditional burials. He says
the rise in cremations is a global trend.
“What prevails now is a certain sentimental
practicality: people want to get rid of the
problem,” he said. — AFP 

Argentinian funeral home owner Eduardo Tapia uses a duster to clean a coffin in
Buenos Aires on Dec 3, 2019. — AFP photos

Human remains are seen at a damaged niche of the Chacarita Cemetery in
Buenos Aires on Nov 26, 2019.

Tourists visit Argentinian former First Lady (1946-1952) Eva Peron’s family niche
at the Recoleta Cemetery on Nov 22, 2019.

Detail of an old funerary urn is seen at the
Chacarita Cemetery.

American importers of French cheese,
bubbly and porcelain are raising their
voices in Washington, hoping against

hope they can outweigh Silicon Valley giants
in a battle over tariffs on luxury items from
France. President Donald Trump last month
threatened to punish Paris for a new tax on
tech giants like Netflix and Amazon, unveiling
sky-high retaliatory duties on about $2.4 bil-
lion in French wines, makeup and leather
handbags.

US trade officials on Tuesday are due to
hold a public hearing to allow individuals and
companies to comment on the punitive meas-
ure. But already complaints have poured in
from mom-and-pop outlets across the United
States warning of layoffs, lost business and
damage to innocent bystanders. The new US
import duties are designed to pinch some of
France’s most emblematic and politically sen-
sitive industries - adding to the pain already
hitting the country from $7.5 billion in tariffs
Trump slapped on European Union exports in
October in a clash over subsidies to aircraft
maker Airbus.

Jobs at stake 
The latest battle pits the interests of globe-

spanning American tech behemoths against
local retailers and middlemen who eke out
small margins supplying bars, restaurants,
shops and department stores. “The tariff will
effectively shut down the access Americans
have to European wines (and many other arti-
sanal products) and as a result, tens of thou-
sands, if not hundreds of thousands of people
will lose their jobs,” California wine merchants
Kermit Lynch and F. Dixon Brooke said last
month in a letter to US Trade Representative
Robert Lighthizer.

Washington has urged other countries not
to follow the example France set in July when
it unilaterally announced a tax on the gross
revenues of large tech companies. The actual
profits of such companies are frequently not
disclosed on a country-by-country basis,
frustrating local governments. The US instead

urged countries to wait for a negotiated multi-
lateral solution. But Canada in December
became the latest country to say it was con-
sidering such a measure.

Pounding the table 
Silicon Valley’s powerful lobbyists have

attacked the French tax, pouncing on public
statements from Finance Minister Bruno Le
Maire in particular to argue that US industry
is unfairly being singled out. The Computer &
Communications Industry Association (CCIA),
whose members include Facebook, Amazon
and Google-parent Alphabet, said in August it
“does not take a position on whether the use
of tariffs is appropriate” in the case of France’s
digital services tax. But “it appears that there
are limited options left to address this dispute
in a timely manner,” the organization said.

The French tax imposes a three percent
levy on the revenues - often from online
advertising and other services - earned by
technology firms within the country’s borders.
In August, France agreed to refund any taxes

collected in excess of the yet-to-be-decided
international formula. But as proposals for
digital services taxation gain popularity
around the world, Washington has been left to
pound the table ever harder.

US Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin
early last month warned of a “proliferation of

unilateral measures” and urged “all countries
to suspend digital services tax initiatives,”
allowing the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) to
complete a study on an international tax on
the digital giants. — AFP 

In this file photo taken on Feb 18, 2013, French actress Catherine Deneuve visits a booth of
French porcelain manufacturer Raynaud at the consumer good trade fair ‘Ambiente’ in
Frankfurt am Main. — AFP photos

In this file photo taken on April 13, 2013, importers and supporters offer samples of French
cheese Mimolette to pedestrians during an event to support the import in the US of the
17th century-old cheese in New York.

In this file photo taken on Sept 06, 2006, workers collect chardonnay grapes in a
Montgenost vineyard in the Champagne area in eastern France. 

The Netflix logo is seen on a phone in this
photo illustration in Washington.  

The logo of online retailer Amazon is dis-
played on computer screens in London.

View of tombs at the Recoleta Cemetery.

Aerial view of the Recoleta Cemetery in Buenos Aires is seen on Nov 22, 2019.


